Mobile Water and Workforce Support
Solutions for Emergency Response
WaterFleet’s mobile rig systems and support facilities are a services provision solution for
relief efforts in natural and man-made disasters and emergencies. Capable of processing
contaminated water sources into verifiable clean water in the most extreme of circumstances,
the Water and Reclaimer Rigs provide comprehensive potable water and wastewater
management. On-site support is expanded to include restroom and meeting space for
critical operations when paired with The RAFT and/or Reliever Rigs.
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The same WaterFleet benefits experienced by some of the energy
industry’s most recognized companies operating in challenging
environments translate to any circumstance requiring on-site
potable water and wastewater management needs. WaterFleet’s
problem-solving systems are significantly applicable in emergency
management planning and relief efforts. Its portable, rapidly-deployable
fleet is equipped for temporary or long-term disaster recovery and
property restoration sites.

T

he logistics required to have safe drinking water, sewer services, ice,
restrooms, and rehab or meeting space readily available for response teams are
time consuming and challenging. When compounded by the need for routine water delivery,
wastewater management, and hauling off of plastic trash, critical time is taken away from relief efforts.
WaterFleet is positioned around the state to rapidly deploy its rig systems where on-site emergency staff are stationed.
Its innovative, flexible approach can be adapted to provide essential infrastructure support when and where it is needed.
WaterFleet’s proprietary mobile water treatment system is also regulation compliant and can be fully integrated into
operations that include mobile laundry, food service and temporary housing.

The Water and Reclaimer Rigs
n WaterFleet’s core system allows
emergency managers to focus on
their work teams and relief efforts
rather than provisions logistics.
The Water Rig’s production of onsite potable water and ice and the
Reclaimer Rig’s on-site treatment of
domestic sewage is managed with
swift installation, generator-powered
operation, and remote 24/7 digital
monitoring for quality assurance.

The Reliever Rig
n Connected to the Water Rig and
Reclaimer Rig, The Reliever Rig
provides climate-controlled, fullyequipped restrooms for as many
as 500 response team workers per
day, eliminating the need for portable
toilets and related coordination.
An external safety shower, eye-wash
station, hand sinks, and storage area
deliver added benefit.

The RAFT
n Through connection to the WaterFleet
Rig system, The RAFT supplies
climate-controlled meeting and
shelter space for disaster response,
recovery base camp, mobile
kitchen, field hospital, field mortuary,
worker rehab, and command post
or alternate emergency operation
centers, including audio, video,
and cell boost capabilities. Additional
features include:
- Restrooms for up to 100+ relief
workers per day
- Water, ice and food vending
plus refrigerated storage
- External safety shower, eye wash
station, hand sinks, and boot wash
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